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A compositional and fully abstract semantics for concurrent constraint
programming is developed. It is the first fully abstract semantics which
takes into account both non-determinism, infinite computations, and fair-
ness. We present a simple concurrent constraint programming language,
whose semantics is given by a set of reduction rules augmented with fair-
ness requirements. In the fully abstract semantics we consider two
aspects of a trace, viz. the function computed by the trace (the func-
tionality) and the set of input and output data (the limit of the trace). We
then derive the fully abstract semantics from the set of traces using a
closure operation. We give two proofs of full abstraction; the first relies on
the use of a syntactically infinite context. The second proof requires only
a finite context, but assumes as input a representation of the function to
be computed by the context. Finally, we examine the algebraic properties
of the programming language with respect to the fully abstract semantics.
It turns out that the non-deterministic selection operation can be defined
using operations derived from parallel composition and the usual set-
theoretic operations on sets of traces. ] 1998 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

A fully abstract semantics is a compositional semantics which identifies programs
which have the same observable behaviour in any context. Whether a semantics
is fully abstract or not depends on what is considered to be observable behaviour.
We take a simple view on observability: The observable behaviour of a process is
its output. As we consider infinite computations, the observable behaviour of a
process may include an infinite collection of output generated during an infinite
computation.
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The vehicle of our investigations is concurrent constraint programming [22, 32],
which provides a simple and powerful model of asynchronous concurrent computa-
tion. The main feature of concurrent constraint programming (ccp) is that the store
is seen as a constraint on the range of values that variables can assume, rather than
as a particular mapping from variables to values. A concurrent constraint language
adds primitives for communication between the components of a program. The
communication primitives are now ask (check if a constraint is entailed by the
store) and tell (add a new constraint to the store). A computation can be seen as
an accumulation of (partial) information (constraints) to the store.

The basic communication paradigm in ccp is asynchronous. For several
asynchronous concurrent computing paradigms, traces have become a standard
basis for fully abstract semantics, e.g., for data-flow networks [17] or for general
shared-variable programs [7]. De Boer et al. [9] give a general framework for the
semantics of concurrent languages with asynchronous communication. They also
note that the traditional failures model for CSP [6] is unnecessarily detailed when
applied to programming languages which only allow asynchronous communication.

Intuitively, a trace of a program can be obtained from a computation by extract-
ing the sequence of communication actions performed during the computation. In
data-flow networks, a communication action is the reception or transmission of a
data item on a channel; for shared-variable programs, a communication action is
an atomic change to the global shared state. In ccp, it is natural to regard a com-
munication action as the addition of information to the store.

In ccp, the set of traces of a program gives a complete description of the
behaviour of the program in all possible contexts, but it contains too much detail;
i.e., it is not fully abstract. We solve this problem by adding an operation that forms
the downward closure of the set of traces with respect to a partial order. Intuitively,
this partial order captures the notion that one trace contains less information than
another. We then show that the semantics obtained by applying this closure opera-
tion to the trace semantics is compositional and fully abstract with respect to the
result semantics, i.e., the observable behaviour as discussed above. A similar closure
operation on traces has also been presented by Saraswat et al. [32], but that work
only considers finite behaviour. In contrast our semantics handles infinite computa-
tions and the associated notion of fairness, and can be seen as a natural extension
of [32] to the infinite case.

Earlier work on the semantics of concurrent constraint programming includes the
work by de Boer and Palamidessi [10] who present a fully abstract semantics, but
only for programs that exhibit only finite behaviours. They formulate the fully
abstract semantics by means of structural operational semantics. de Boer et al. [11]
have considered a variation of ccp with a restricted form of observability, the set
of observable results is upward-closed, and given a fully abstract fixpoint semantics.
However, for the general case, when arbitrary sets of observables are possible, they
show that it is not possible to give a fully abstract fixpoint semantics. Jagadeesan
et al. [16] consider a semantics of ccp with angelic nondeterminism, i.e., only
successful branches of computations are considered, and give a fully abstract fix-
point semantics. In contrast, in this paper we allow for the possibility that a ccp
process may interact with its environment. Since a failing computation may have
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already performed communication we cannot ignore the behaviour of failed
computations.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines constraint
systems. Section 3 gives the syntax of ccp together with some program examples. In
Section 4 the operational semantics of ccp is defined. In Section 5 we give a formal
definition of fairness. The observable behaviour of a ccp agent is defined in Sec-
tion 6, where also a simple trace semantics is given. In Section 7 we review some
results concerning closure operators and deterministic ccp programs. In Section 8
we define the abstract semantics and show that it is compositional and fully
abstract. Section 9 gives an alternative proof of full abstraction. Section 10
examines the algebraic properties of ccp.

2. CONSTRAINTS

A constraint system consists of logical formulas, and rules for when a formula is
entailed by a set of formulas, i.e., a store. We assume that a set of formulas in a
store is represented as a conjunction of the formulas. Thus, the logical operations
we have to reason about are conjunction, existential quantification (to deal with
hiding), and implication (entailment).

As a basis for concurrent constraint programming, we need to find a mathemati-
cal structure which contains the desired formulas, and also satisfies the properties
which are needed to apply the standard techniques of denotational semantics. It is
necessary that the constraint system is complete, that is, for a chain of stronger and
stronger constraints there should be a minimal constraint that is stronger than all
constraints in the chain, and that the basic operations of the constraint system,
existential quantification, conjunction, and implication, are continuous. Palmgren
[28] gives a general method to construct a complete structure from an arbitrary
structure so that the formulas valid in the constructed structure are exactly those
that are valid in the original structure. However, here we use a simpler construction
which directly gives a complete constraint system.

To get the appropriate constraint system we start with a set of formulas, closed
under conjunction and existential quantification, and an interpretation that gives
the truth values of formulas, given an assignment of values to (free) variables.
Given this, we use ideal completion to derive the desired domain. The resulting
structure satisfies all axioms of cylindric algebra [14] that do not involve negation.

In contrast, Saraswat et al. [32] choose an axiomatic approach, based on axioms
from cylindric algebra and techniques from Scott's information systems [33] to
specify the properties of a constraint system. The use of ideal completion to con-
struct a constraint system that is closed under infinite limits has previously been
employed by Carlson [8] and Kwiatkowska [20].

2.1. Mathematical Preliminaries

A preorder is a binary relation � which is transitive and reflexive. Given a preor-
der � over a set L, an upper bound of a set X�L is an element x # L such that
y�x for all y # X. The least upper bound of a set X, written �X, is an upper bound
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x of X such that for any upper bound y of X, we have x� y. The concepts lower
bound and greatest lower bound are defined dually. A function f over a preorder is
monotone if x� y implies f (x)� f ( y). For a preorder (L, �) and S�L, let
Su=[x | y # S, x� y].

A partial order is preorder which is also antisymmetric. A lattice is a partial order
(L, �) such that every finite subset has a least upper bound and a greatest lower
bound. A complete lattice is a partial order (L, �) such that every subset has a least
upper bound (this implies that every subset also has a greatest lower bound). A set
R�L is directed if every finite subset of R has an upper bound in R. A function f
over a complete lattice L is continuous if for every directed set R�L we have
�[ f (x) | x # R]= f (�R). For a complete lattice L, an element x # L is finite if for
every directed set R such that x��R, there is some y # R such that x� y. For a
lattice L, let K(L) be the set of finite elements of L. A complete lattice L is
algebraic if x=�[ y # K(L) | y�x] for all x # L, i.e., all elements of L are either
finite or the limit of a set of finite elements. Note that given an algebraic lattice
(L, �) and a monotone function f over K(L) we can easily extend f to a con-
tinuous function f $ over L with f $(x)= f (x), for x # K(L), and f $(x)=
�[ f ( y) | y # K(L), y�x], for x # L"K(L).

2.2. Constraint Systems

Definition 2.1. A pre-constraint system is a tuple (F, Var, <, C) , where F is
a set (of formulas), Var is a set (of variables), C is a set (the domain of values), and
<�Val_F (a valuation), where Val is the set of functions from Var to C
(assignments).

If X and Y are variables and , and � are members of F the following formulas
should also be members of F.

X=Y _X , , 7 �

Given an assignment V, formulas , and �, and variables X and Y, we expect the
valuation < to satisfy the following.

1. V < X=Y iff V(X)=V(Y).

2. V < _X , iff V$ < , for some assignment V$ such that V(X$)=V(X$)
whenever X{X$.

3. V < , 7 � if V < , and V < �.

Note that the valuation for a formula , 7 � is uniquely determined by the valua-
tions for the formulas , and �. Similarly, given the valuation for , we can deter-
mine the valuation for _X ,. Thus, we do not need to specify the valuations for con-
junctions and existential quantifications in the definition of a pre-constraint system.

Example 2.2. Let C be the set of natural numbers. Let the set of formulas be
the smallest set that satisfies the axioms and contains the formula X=n, for each
variable X and n # C. Say that V < X=n iff V(X)=n.
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The general definition allows very powerful constraint systems, where the basic
operations can be computationally expensive, or even uncomputable. If we want a
concurrent language that can be implemented efficiently, we should of course
choose a constraint system where the basic operations (adding a constraint to the
store and entailment) have efficient implementations. The following construction,
sometimes referred to as the ``term model,'' gives us a ccp language with power and
expressiveness comparable to concurrent logic languages such as GHC and Parlog.

Example 2.3. Suppose we have a set of constant symbols [a, ...] and function
symbols [ f, ...]. Define a set of expressions according to

1. a is an expression, for any constant symbol a.

2. f (E1 , ..., En) is an expression, if f is an n-ary-function symbol and E1 , ..., En

are expressions.

3. X is an expression, if X is a variable.

The formulas in F are simply formulas of the form E1=E2 , where E1 , E2 are
expressions. Let C be the set of expressions that do not contain variables.

To judge whether V < E1=E2 holds for an assignment V and expressions E1

and E2 , simply replace each variable X in E1 and E2 with the corresponding value
given by V(X). Then V < E1=E2 holds if and only if the resulting expressions are
syntactically equal.

We define a preorder P between formulas by ,P� iff for any V # Val such that
V < �, we have V < ,. One can think of ,P� as meaning that , is weaker than
�, or that � implies ,. This gives immediately an equivalence relation ,#� defined
by ,P� and �P,. Next we transform the preorder of formulas into a domain
where equivalent formulas are identified and elements are added so each increasing
chain has a limit.

Definition 2.4. A constraint is a non-empty set c of formulas, such that

1. if , # c, and �P,, then � # c, and

2. if ,, � # c, then , 7 � # c.

For a formula , let [,]=[� | �P,]. Clearly [,] is a constraint. If we have a
directed set R of constraints, then it follows from the definition of constraints that
�R is also a constraint.

The set of constraints form an algebraic lattice under the � ordering, with least
element = being the set of all formulas which hold under all assignments, that is,
[X=X, Y=Y, ...]. We use the usual relation symbol C= for inclusion between con-
straints, so that c C= d if and only if c�d, and the symbol � for least upper bound.
Say that a constraint c is finite if whenever R is a directed set such that c C= �R,
there is some d # R such that c C= d. Let U be the set of constraints, and K(U)
the set of finite constraints. Note that for formulas , and �, we have
[,] ? [�]=[, 7 �]. We can thus see least upper bound as an extension of con-
junction. The finite constraints are exactly those constraints that can be given in the
form [,], for some formula ,. Also note that each constraint is either finite, or a
limit of a directed set of finite constraints, which implies that the constraints form
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an algebraic lattice. Existential quantification is extended into a continuous func-
tion over the constraints according trio the following rules.

1. _X ([,])=[_X,], for formulas ,.

2. _X (�R)=�d # R _X (d ), for directed sets R�K(U).

2.3. Examples of Constraint Systems

Example 2.5. Consider the term model mentioned in a previous example. The
ideal completion gives us a new structure that is quite similar to the one we had
previously, except that we now can find a constraint c such that c holds if and only
if all of the formulas

_Y (X= f (Y )), _Y (X= f ( f (Y ))), _Y (X= f ( f ( f (Y )))), ...

hold.

Example 2.6 (Rational intervals). Let the domain of values be the rational
numbers, the formulas be of the form X # [r1 , r2], where r1 and r2 are rational
numbers. Let the valuation < be such that V < X # [r1 , r2] iff r1�V(X)�r2 . It
should be clear that in this constraint system, entailment is computable.

2.4. Properties of the Constraint System

We give some algebraic properties of constraint systems, corresponding largely to
the axioms of cylindric algebra [14].

Proposition 2.7. Given a pre-constraint system (F, Var, < , C) , let the lattice
(U, C=) be the corresponding domain of constraints, with = and � the least and
greatest elements of U. The following postulates are satisfied for any constraints
c, d # U and any variables X, Y, Z # Var.

1. the structure (U, C=) forms an algebraic lattice.

2. _X is a continuous function _X : U � U,

3. _X (�)=�,

4. _X (c)C=c,

5. _X (c ? _X (d ))=_X (c) ? _X (d ),

6. _X (_Y (c))=_Y (_X (c)),

7. (X=X)==,

8. (X=Y )=_Z (X=Z ? Z=Y ), for Z distinct from X and Y,

9. c C= (X=Y ) ? _X (X=Y ? c), for X and Y distinct.

Items 3�9 are borrowed from cylindric algebra. However, the structure is not
necessarily a cylindric algebra, since a cylindric algebra is required to satisfy the
axioms of Boolean algebra and must thus be a distributive lattice, while it is
possible to construct a constraint system which is not distributive. For example, the
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constraint system derived from the pre-constraint system in Example 2.2 is not a
distributive lattice, since it contains the sub-lattice [true, X=1, X=2, X=3, false].

Remark. We have given a general framework for the construction of constraint
systems. In the proofs, we will refer to the following properties of a constraint
system: that it satisfies the axioms of cylindric algebra listed above, and that it
forms an algebraic lattice. In contrast, Saraswat et al. [32] require in their seman-
tics for non-deterministic ccp that the constraint system should be finitary; i.e., that
for each finite constraint there should only be a finite set of smaller finite con-
straints. As an example of a constraint system that is not finitary, they mention the
constraint system of rational intervals, as described in Example 2.6.

3. SYNTAX OF CCP

We assume a set N of procedure symbols p, q, ... . The syntax of an agent A is
given as follows, where c ranges over finite constraints, and X over variables.

A ::=c |

�
j # I

A j |

(c1 O A1 k } } } k cn O An) |

_c
X A |

p(X)

A tell constraint, written c, is assumed to be a member of K(U). The conjunction

�
j # I

A j

of agents, where I is assumed to be countable, represents a parallel composition of
the agents A j. We will use A1 7 A2 as a shorthand for �j # [1, 2] A j. We use super-
scripts to avoid confusion with subscripts representing positions in a computation
(see Section 4). An agent (c1 O A1 k } } } k cn O An) represents a selection. If one of
the ask constraints ci becomes true, the corresponding agent Ai may be executed.
Agents of the form _c

X A represent agents with local data. The variable X is local,
which means that the value of X is not visible to the outside. The constraint c is
used to represent the constraint on the local value of X between computation steps.

Note that the syntax for agents describes both agents appearing in a program,
and agents appearing as intermediate states in a computation. However, we will
assume that agents of the form _c

XA occurring in a program or in the initial state
of a computation will always have c==. When this is the case, the local store can
be omitted and the agent written _X A.

A program 6 is a set of definitions of the form p(X) :: A, where each procedure
symbol p occurs in the left-hand side of exactly one definition in the program.
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Remark. To simplify the presentation, we only consider definitions with one
argument. If we assume a suitable constraint system, such as the term model, we
can use a function symbol (e.g., f ) as a tuple constructor and let the formula
f (E1 , ..., En) represent a tuple of the n arguments.

3.1. Examples

We give some examples of concurrent constraint programs to help the reader get
an intuitive understanding of ccp. The programs assume the term model, defined in
Example 2.5.

We say that a variable X is bound to a value v if the current store c is such that
for any assignment V, we have V < c iff V(X)=v. Similarly, we say that we bind
a variable V to a value v if we by adding constraints to the store make sure that
V is bound to v in the resulting store.

Example 3.1 (Non-determinism). As an example of a procedure that is not
deterministic, consider

erratic(X) :: (true O X=0 k true O X=1).

(Here we use true as a shorthand for some arbitrary constraint that always holds,
like X=X.) The agent erratic(X) will either bind the variable X to 0 or to 1. It is
important to keep in mind that the language does not define the procedure to
satisfy any probabilistic properties or fairness conditions in selections; for example,
an implementation where the agent always binds X to 0 is correct.

Example 3.2 (McCarthy's ambiguity operator). As mentioned in the previous
section, our language only allows procedures with one argument. It is easy to over-
come this limitation using dedicated function symbols to represent groups of two
or more arguments. We will assume that this is applied as a ``syntactic sugar.''

Assuming this, we can give a more interesting example of a non-deterministic
procedure definition.

amb(X, Y, Z) :: (number(X) O Z=X k number(Y ) O Z=Y)

The amb procedure, which is inspired by McCarthy's ambiguity operator [23],
waits until either the first or the second argument is instantiated to a number, and
then sets the third argument equal to the one of the two first that was defined. If
both the first and the second arguments are numbers, the choice is arbitrary. (We
assume that there is a predicate ``number'' which holds for numbers and nothing
else.) Consider the agent

X=57 amb(X, Y, Z).

When the agent is run, the final store will be

X=5 7 Z=5.
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Of course, if the agent above is put into a context where Y is bound to a number,
it is possible that the final store has Z bound to Y.

In the subsequent examples, we will use the same notation for lists as Prolog. [ ]
is the empty list, [X | Y] is a list where the first element is X and the rest of the
list is Y. A list of n elements can be written [X1 , X2 , ..., Xn], where X1 is the first
element and so on. So, if Y=[2, 3] and X=1 it follows that [X | Y]=
[1 | [2, 3]]=[1, 2, 3].

Example 3.3 (The ``ones'' program). As an example of a simple program that
produces an infinite result, consider the following.

ones(X) :: _Y (X=[1 | Y] 7 ones(Y))

Running an agent ones(X) should generate longer and longer approximations of an
infinite list of ones, i.e., stores where constraints of the form

_Y X=[1, 1, ..., 1

n times

| Y]

are entailed, for increasingly larger n. The ``final'' result is then the limit of these
stores, i.e., the store in which the constraint

X=[1, 1, 1, ...]

is entailed.

Example 3.4 (Two-way communication: The ``lazy-ones'' program). The exam-
ples we have shown could have been written in most asynchronous concurrent
programming languages. However, concurrent constraint languages and concurrent
logic languages allow a kind of two-way communication, which increases the
expressiveness.

The program in this example also generates a list of ones, however, only when
requested.

In this program, the matching of input arguments is performed by ask con-
straints which contain existentially quantified variables. In general, to inquire
whether X is of the form f (Y ), for some Y, we use the ask constraint _Y (X= f (Y )).
In the program we use the ask constraint _A _X1

(X=[A | X1]) to check whether X
variable is bound to a list of at least one element. (In this program, and in other
program examples, we follow the convention that capital letters are variables.)

lazy�ones(X) ::

(_A _X1
(X=[A | X1])

O _X1
(X=[1 | X1] 7 lazy�ones(X1))

k X=[ ]

O true)
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The first condition in the selection tests if X is bound to a list of at least one ele-
ment. If this is the case, and the corresponding branch is taken, a constraint saying
that the first element of X is a one will be added to the store. Then ``lazy�ones'' is
called recursively with the rest of the list as argument. The second condition is for
the case when X is bound to the empty list. The corresponding branch is the empty
constraint true; i.e., when X=[ ] the agent lazy ones(X) will terminate.

Now, consider an execution of the call lazy�ones(X). Suppose that X is
unbound, i.e., that there is no information about X in the store. Neither of the two
conditions hold, so the call cannot execute. Suppose now that X is bound to the list
[A1 , A2 | X1]. Now it holds that X is a list with at least one element and thus the
first alternative may be selected. Then A1 is bound to 1, lazy�ones is called recur-
sively with [A2 | X1] as argument, A2 is bound to 1 and then the agent sits down
and waits for X1 to be found.

The lazy�ones program is of course not a very interesting program in itself,
but the technique of using a partially instantiated structure to allow a form of two-
way communication between processes has many possible applications. Shapiro
[35] describes how it is possible to write concurrent logic programs in an ``object-
oriented'' style, where an object is represented as a process which has a local state
and reads and responds to a stream of messages. Examples of more substantial clp
programs can be found in the textbooks on clp, for example reference [12]. We
would again like to point out that the differences between clp and ccp are mostly
syntactical. Ccp with the term model as constraint system is very close to con-
current logic programming languages such as GHC and Strand.

Example 3.5 (Unbounded non-determinism). This last example is inspired by
Park [29], who showed that in a language with non-determinism and some notion
of fairness it is possible to write a program that exhibits unbounded non-deter-
minism. We assume that the constraint system contains the natural numbers in the
domain of values, and that constraints of the forms X=0 and X=Y+1 are
allowed.

p(X) :: _A A=0

7 p1 (A, X)

p1 (A, X) :: _A _X1
A1=A+1

7 p1 (A1 , X1)

7 amb(A, X1 , X).

In the successive recursive call to p1 , the first argument will always be bound to an
integer. Thus, the call to amb is guaranteed to terminate, and each recursive call to
p1 will bind its second argument to an integer. Clearly one possible result of a call
of the form p1 (n, X), where n is bound to an integer is to bind X to n. However,
noting that a call p1 (n, X) will result in the execution of p1 (n+1, X1) 7

amb(n, X1 , X) we see that it is possible for the recursive call to bind X1 to n+1.
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Thus, the call to amb may bind X to n+1. It follows by an inductive argument that
a call p1 (n, X) may bind X to any integer greater or equal to n. Thus a call p(X)
will always bind X to an integer, and may bind X to any integer greater or equal
to zero.

The program given above may compute for an arbitrarily long time but will
always produce a result. It is of course possible to write a similar program that will
either produce an arbitrary integer or compute for ever but fail to produce a result.
To distinguish the behaviour of that program from the one given above we must
consider observations of infinite computations.

4. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS

A configuration is a pair A : c consisting of an agent A acting on a finite con-
straint c. The latter will be referred to as the store of the configuration. The opera-
tional semantics is given through a relation � over configurations, assuming a
program 6. For any computation step A : c � A$ : c$, the constraint c$ will always
contain more information than c, i.e., c C= c$, so a computation step is never
destructive.

We define � in the usual style of structural operational semantics [30].

1. The tell constraint simply adds new information (itself) to the store,

c : d � c : c ? d.

2. A conjunction of agents is executed by interleaving the execution of its com-
ponents,

Ak : c � Bk : d, k # I
� j # I A j : c � � j # I B j : d

,

where B j=A j, for j # I"[k].

3. If one of the ask constraints in a selection is entailed by the current store,
the selection can be reduced to the corresponding agent,

ci C= c
(c1 O A1 k } } } k cn O An) : c � A i : c

.

4. A configuration with an existentially quantified agent _c
X A : d is executed

one step by doing the following. Apply the function _X to the present store d, hiding
any information related to the variable X, combine the result _X (d ) with the local
data (given by c), to obtain a local store. A computation step is performed in the
local store, which gives a new local store (c$ say). To transmit any results to the
global store, the function _X is again applied to hide any information relating to
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the variable X. The constraint thus obtained is combined with the previous global
store d. The local store c$ is stored as part of the existential quantification

A : c ? _X (d ) � A$ : c$
_c

X A : d � _c$
XA$ : d ? _X (c$)

.

5. A call to a procedure is reduced to the body of its definition,

p(X) : c � A[X�Y] : c,

where the definition p(Y) :: A is a member of 6, and the ``substitution'' A[X�Y] is
a shorthand1 for

_: (:=X 7 _Y (:=Y 7 A)),

where : is a variable that does not occur in the program.

4.1. Some Simple Computation Examples

We apply the computation rules to some simple agents.
First, a conjunction of a selection and a tell constraint. Consider the con-

figuration

(X=5 O Y=7) 7 X=5 : =.

The selection cannot execute, since the ask constraint is not entailed by the store
(that is, =). The tell constraint is executable, so we can perform the computation
step

(X=5 O Y=7) 7 X=5 : =

� (X=5 O Y=7) 7 X=5 : X=5.

(The tell constraint still remains in the conjunction, even though it is now redun-
dant.) Now as the constraint X=5 has been added to the store, the selection can
execute, as the ask constraint of its only alternative is entailed.

(X=5 O Y=7) 7 X=5 : X=5 � Y=7 7 X=5 : X=5

As we have replaced the selection by its only branch, we see immediately that
another computation step is possible,

Y=7 7 X=5 : X=5 � Y=7 7 X=5 : X=5 7 Y=7.

Note that the constraint X=5 7 Y=7 is equivalent to (X=5) ? (Y=7). We chose
the former notation since it is more readable.
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Next we consider a computation which involves hidden data. The reader may
find it helpful to take a look at the computation rules for existential quantifications
before proceeding. Let A be the agent

(X=5 O Y=7) 7 (Y=7 O Z=3),

and consider the configuration

_Y A : =.

(The local data of the existential quantification is =.) To perform a computation
step by the existential quantification, we must check if the configuration

A : =

can perform a computation step. Clearly, since the agent A consists of a conjunc-
tion of two selections, and neither of the tests (ask constraints) are entailed by the
store, it follows that A can not perform any computation step. Suppose now that
input arrives from the outside, and we find that the store contains the constraint
X=5. To perform a computation step with the configuration

_Y A : X=5,

we consider the ``local'' configuration

A : X=5,

where the store was obtained by = ? _Y (X=5)=(X=5). We see that the test of
the first selection of A is entailed by the store, so we can perform the computation
step

A : X=5 � Y=7 7 (Y=7 O Z=3) : X=5.

Thus, we have the computation step

_YA : X=5 � _X=5
Y (Y=77 (Y=7 O Z=3)) : X=5.

To see if the existential quantification can do another step, we look again at the
local configuration

Y=7 7 (Y=7 O Z=3) : X=5.

We can perform a local step

Y=77 (Y=7 O Z=3) : X=5

� Y=7 7 (Y=7 O Z=3) : X=5 7 Y=7,
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which corresponds to the step

_X=5
Y (Y=7 7 (Y=7 O Z=3)) : X=5

� _X=5Y=7Y=7
Y (Y=77 (Y=7 O Z=3)) : X=5

at the higher level. Since _Y (X=5 7 Y=7) is equal to (X=5), the constraint con-
cerning the value of Y is not visible outside the quantification. However, the local
value of Y is recorded in the local store. Last two steps are straightforward. We do
a local step

Y=7 7 (Y=7 O Z=3) : X=5

� Y=7 7 Z=3 : X=5 7 Y=7,

corresponding to the global step

_X=5 7 Y=7
Y (Y=7 7 (Y=7 O Z=3)) : X=5

� _X=5 7 Y=7
Y (Y=7 7 Z=3) : X=5,

and finally the local step

Y=7 7 Z=3 : X=5 7 Y=7

� Y=7 7 Z=3 : X=5 7 Y=7 7 Z=3,

which corresponds to the global step

_X=5 7 Y=7
Y (Y=7 7 Z=3) : X=5

� _X=5Y=7Y=3
Y (Y=7 7 Z=3) : X=5 7 Z=3.

Thus, we finally reach a configuration in which the store is X=5 7 Z=3.

4.2. Computations

Using the operational definition we can specify the set of computations. The basic
idea is that a computation is the result of applying a sequence of interleaved com-
putation steps and input steps to a configuration.

Definition 4.1. Assuming a program 6, a computation is an infinite sequence
of configurations (Ai : ci) i # | such that for all i�0, we have either Ai : ci �
Ai+1 : ci+1 (a computation step), or A i=Ai+1 and ci C= ci+1 (an input step). An
input step from A : c to A : c$ such that c=c$ is an empty input step. A computation
where all input steps are empty is a non-interactive computation.

Note that some steps are both computation steps and input steps. For example,
going from

X=5 : = to X=5 : X=5

can be done either in a computation step, or in an input step.
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In the following text, we will, leave out references to the program 6 when we can
do so without causing ambiguities.

Remark. According to the definition above, all computations are infinite.
However, since one can see a finite computation as an infinite computation which
ends in an infinite sequence of empty input steps, we do not lose in generality by
only considering infinite computations.

5. FAIRNESS

The structured operational semantics does not in itself define fairness. It is
necessary to use some device to restrict the set of computations, thus avoiding, for
example, situations where one agent in a conjunction is able to perform a computa-
tion step but is never allowed to do so.

Intuitively, a computation is fair if every agent that occurs in it and is able to
perform some computation step will eventually perform some computation step.
However, this intuitive notion is difficult to formalize directly. What does it mean
that an agent is able to perform a computation step? Computation steps are per-
formed on configurations, not on agents. Also, this requirement should not apply
to alternatives in a selection, since an agent occurring in an alternative should not
be executed until (and if) that alternative is selected. Third, what happens if one has
a computation where an agent A occurs in many positions in every configuration
in the computation? A direct formalization of the intuitive fairness requirement
would fail to differentiate between different occurrences of the same agent, so a
computation might incorrectly be considered fair if it performed computation steps
on some occurrences of the agent A and ignored other occurrences of A.

How should we specify the set of fair computations? First, note that a compu-
tation can often be considered to contain other computations. For example, to
perform a computation step with a process A 7 B : c, it is necessary to perform
computation steps with either of the processes A : c and B : c. The view of a com-
putation as a composition of computations leads us to the following definitions.

Definition 5.1. Let the relation immediate inner computation of be the weakest
relation over |-sequences of configurations which satisfies the following.

1. (Ak
i : ci) i # | is an immediate inner computation of (�j # I A j

i : c i) i # | , for
k # I.

2. (Ai : ci ? _X (di)) i # | is an immediate computation of the computation
(_ci

XAi : d i) i # | .

The relation inner computation of is defined to be the transitive and reflexive closure
over the relation ``immediate inner computation of.''

We would expect the inner computations of a computation to also be computa-
tions.

Proposition 5.2. If (Ai : ci) i # | is computation, and (Bi : di) i # | is an inner com-
putation of (Ai : ci) i # | , then (Bi : di) i # | is also a computation.
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The proposition follows from the operational semantics.
We will define the fairness requirement in a bottom-up fashion by giving a

sequence of auxiliary definitions which capture different aspects of fairness. First,
the weakest and simplest fairness property, top-level fairness. A computation is top-
level fair unless the first agent of the computation is a tell constraint that is never
added to the store, or a selection which has an alternative that can be selected, but
no alternative is selected, or a call that is never reduced to its definition. Using top-
level fairness we can specify initial fairness, which concerns agents occurring as a
part of the first agent, and finally the actual definition of fairness.

Definition 5.3. A computation (Ai : ci) i # | is top-level fair when the following
holds.

1. If A0= p(X), there is an i�0 such that Ai {A0 .

2. If A0=c, there is an i�0 such that ci c= c.

3. If A0=(d1 O B1 k } } } k dn O Bn), and d j C= c0 for some j�n, then there is
an i�0 such that Ai {A0 .

A computation is initially fair if all its inner computations are top-level fair. A com-
putation is fair if all its proper suffixes are initially fair.

Proposition 5.4. It is easy to verify that the fairness requirement satisfies the
following properties.

1. If one suffix of a computation is top-level fair then the computation is
top-level fair.

2. If one suffix of a computation is initially fair, then the computation is
initially fair.

3. If one suffix of a computation is fair, then the computation is fair.

4. All inner computations of a fair computation are fair.

5. A computation whose immediate inner computations are fair, and all suffixes
are top-level fair, is fair.

(The second condition of Item 5 cannot be omitted; some computations do not
have immediate inner computations.)

Item 1 follows from the definition of fairness and the operational semantics.
Item 2 follows from the definition of inner computations and Item 1. Item 3 follows
from the definition of fairness and Item 2. Items 4 and 5 follow from the definition
of fairness.

6. RESULT AND TRACE SEMANTICS

We present two semantics based on the operational model of ccp.
First, the result semantics, which considers only the relation between the initial

and final constraint stores in a computation. The result semantics is intended to
give the observable behaviour of an agent. The result semantics is of course not com-
positional, since it does not capture interaction between agents.
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The second semantics is the trace semantics, where a process is represented by a
set of traces. Each trace is an infinite sequence of stores together with information
on which steps in the computation are computation steps and which are input
steps. Since the trace semantics records interaction between processes one would
expect the trace semantics to be compositional, and this is indeed the case.

6.1. Result Semantics

Consider the situation where we run an agent without interaction with other
agents. If the agent terminates, the result of the computation is the final contents
of the store. If the agent does not terminate, we record the limit of the successive
stores of the computation and say that the limit is the result of the computation.

The result semantics is given by a function R6 : agent � K(U) � P(U) which
gives the set of all possible results that can be computed given a program 6, an
agent A, and an initial store c,

R6�A� c={'
i # |

ci | (Ai : ci) i # | is a fair

non-interactive computation with A0 : c0=A : c.=
It can be seen that for an infinite computation, we define the final constraint store
as the limit of the intermediate constraint stores that occur during a computation.
We find this very reasonable for a constraint programming language, since an
arbitrary finite approximation of the ``final'' constraint store can be obtained by
waiting long enough for the computation to proceed. This property does not hold
for shared-variable programs in general where the information in the store does not
have to be monotonously increasing.

6.2. Traces

A computation is defined to be a sequence of configurations (Ai : ci) i # | , where
the stores (the ci 's) are the only part of the computation visible to the outside.
A computation can go from Ai : ci to Ai+1 : ci+1 either by performing a computation
step, or by receiving input, and this distinction is of course relevant when compar-
ing behaviours of agents. In the trace semantics, an agent is represented by a set of
traces, where each trace is an infinite sequence of stores together with information
on which steps in the computation are computation steps and which are input
steps.

Definition 6.1. A trace t is a pair t=(v(t), r(t)), where v(t) is an |-chain in
K(U) and r(t)�|. The set of traces is denoted trace.

The trace of a computation (Ai : ci) i # | is a trace t=((ci) i # | , r), where the step
from Ai : ci to Ai+1 : c i+1 is a computation step when i # r, and an input step when
i � r. We will sometimes use the notation v(t)i to refer to the i th element of the store
sequence of t.
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The trace semantics of an agent A, assuming a program 6, is defined as follows.
Definition 6.2. The function O6 : agent � P(trace) is defined so that

t # O6 �A�, iff t is the trace of a fair computation (Ai : ci) i # | , where A0=A.
When the above holds, we say that the computation (Ai : ci) i # | connects the

trace t to the agent.

6.2.1. Operational semantics of simple agents. The operational semantics of tell
constraints and calls can be given directly.

Proposition 6.3. For a tell constraint c, we have t # O6 �c� iff

1. v(t)i c= c, for some i # | and

2. v(t)i+1=v(t) i ? c, for all i # r(t).

The proposition follows from the fact that in each computation step
c : di � c : di+1 , we have di+1=di ? c. Fairness guarantees that the limit of the
trace will be stronger than c.

Proposition 6.4. For a call p(X), we have O6 �p(X)�=O6 �A[X�Y]� where the
definition of p in the program 6 is p(Y) :: A.

The proposition follows from the fact that the only computation step for a call
is the reduction of the call to the corresponding procedure body, and from the fact
that fairness requires that this step must be taken.

6.3. Compositionality

The trace semantics allows a compositional definition, as expressed in the follow-
ing propositions. The proofs are based on the computation rules and the fairness
requirements.

Proposition 6.5. Assume an agent �j # I A j. For a trace t we have t #
O6��j # I A j� iff there are tj # O6�A j� for j # I, such that v(t j)=v(t) for j # I, r(t)=
�j # I r(t j), and r(ti) & r(t j)=<, for i, j # I such that i{ j.

Proof. ( O ) We know that there is a fair computation (�j # I A j
i : ci) i # | that

connects t to A. By the operational semantics, we have a family of inner computa-
tions [(A j

i : ci) i # |] j # I . For each i # r(t) there is a ki # I such that Aki
i : ci �

Aki
i+1 : ci+1 is a computation step, and for j # I"[ki], there is an input step from

A j
i : ci to A j

i+1 : ci+1 . For i # |"r(t) it is easy to see that the step from A j
i : ci to

A j
i+1 : c i+1 is an input step for all j # I.
For all j # I, each computation (A j

i : ci) i # | is fair, since all inner computations of
a fair computation are fair (Proposition 5.4). For each j # I, let the trace tj be such
that v(tj)=v(t), and r(tj)=[i # r(t) | k i= j]. It is easy to check that the family of
traces [tj]j # I satisfies the right-hand side of the proposition.

( o ) We know that for each j # I there is a fair computation (A j
i : ci)i # | that

connects tj to Aj . For each i # r(t) there is a k i # I such that i # r(tki
) but i � r(t j), for

j # I"[k i]. By the computation rules it follows that

�
j # I

A j
i : c i � �

j # I

A j
i+1 : ci+1 ,
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for all i # r(t). In the case that i # |"r(t), it follows that i # |"r(tj), for all j # I, and
thus all computations (A j

i : ci) i # | perform input steps at position i, which implies
that �j # I A j=� j # I A j

i+1 , from which follows that we can construct a computation
(�j # I A j

i : c i) i # | . Fairness follows from the fact that all immediate inner computa-
tions of the constructed computation are fair. K

Proposition 6.6. Suppose we have an agent _XA. For any trace t, we have
t # O6 �_X A� iff there is a trace u # O6 �A� such that with v(t)=(di) i # | and
v(u)=(ei) i # | , we have

1. r(t)=r(u)

2. e0=_X (d0),

3. for i # r(t), di+1=di ? _X (ei+1), and

4. for i # |"r(t), ei+1=ei ? _X (d i+1).

Proof. ( O ) Suppose t # O6 �_XA�. There is a computation (_ci
X : di) i # | that con-

nects the trace t to the agent A. The computation has an inner computation
(Ai : ci ? _X (di)) i # | that we know, by Propositions 5.2 and 5.4, to be a fair com-
putation. It remains to prove that with ei=c ? _X (di) Conditions 1�4 are satisfied.

Conditions 1 and 2 follow immediately (remember that _X A is short for _=
X A).

When i # r(t), it follows that _ci
XAi : d i � _ci+1

X Ai+1 : di+1 and by the computation
rules that Ai : c ? _X (di) � ci+1 , and d i+1=di ? _X (ci+1). By the properties of the
constraint system we have di+1=di+1 ? _X (d i+1)=di ? _X (ci+1) ? _X (d i+1)=
di ? _X (ci+1 ? _X (di+1))=di ? _X (ei+1). Condition 3 follows immediately.

If i # |"r(t) the corresponding step in the computation (_ci
XA i : d i) i # | is an input

step. This implies that ci=ci+1 . So ei+1=c i+1 ? _X (di+1)=ci ? _X (d i+1)=ci ?

_X (di) ? _X (di+1)=e i ? _X (di+1).

( o ) Assume that the right-hand side of the proposition holds. There is a
computation (Ai : ei) i # | that connects the trace u to the agent A. For all i # |, let
ci=�[ej+1 | j<i, j # r(t)] (this should agree with the idea that ci , which is the local
data of the agent, only changes when the agent performs computation steps).

To show that (_ci
XAi : d i) i # | is a fair computation with trace t, note that for all

i # |, it follows that _X (di)=_X (ei) and ci ? _X (di)=ei . If i # r(t)=r(u), we know
that ci+1=ei+1 and A i : e i+Ai+1 : ei+1 . By the computation rules and the
equalities above,

_ci
XA i : di � _ci+1

X Ai+1 : di+1 .

If i # |"r(t) we have Ai+1=Ai and ci+1=c i so the ith step of (_ci
X : Ai di) i # | is an

input step.
To establish fairness of the computation (_ci

XA i : di) i # | it suffices to observe that
its only immediate inner computation is fair. K

Proposition 6.7. t # O6 �(c1 O A1 k ... k cn O An)� iff one of the following holds.
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1. cj C= v(t)k for some j�n and k�0, and there is a u # O6 �Aj� such that for
all i�0, v(u) i=v(t) i+k+1 , v(t)k=v(t)k+1 , and r(t)=[i+k+1 | i # r(u)] _ [k].

2. There is no j�n and k�0 such that cj C= v(t)k , and r(t)=<.

Proof. ( O ) Suppose t # O6 �(c1 O A1 k ... k cn O An)�. Let (Bi : di) i # | be the
corresponding computation.

If di c= cl , for some i # | and l�n, it follows by the fairness requirement that
Bk+1=Aj for some k�0 and j�n. Since (Bi : di) i�k+1 is a fair computation it
follows that we have a corresponding trace u # O6 �Aj�. It is easy to see that the
relationship between t and u are as stated in Condition 1.

If there is no j�n and i # | such that cj C= di , Condition 2 follows immediately.

( o ) Suppose Condition 1 holds. We will construct a fair computation
(Bi : di) i # | corresponding to the trace t. Let (Bi : di) i�k+1 be the computation
corresponding to the trace u. Let

B0=B1= } } } =Bk=(c1 O A1 k ... k cn O An),

and

d0=v(t0), d1=v(t)1 , ..., dk=v(t)k .

It is straightforward to check that (Bi : di) i # | is a computation, and that t is the
corresponding trace. Fairness follows from the fact that a suffix is known to be fair.

In the case when Condition 2 holds, it is easy to check that we can construct a
completely passive computation of the selection which has trace t. K

7. CLOSURE OPERATORS AND DETERMINISTIC PROGRAMS

Before we turn to the problem of giving a fully abstract semantics for ccp, we
review some results from lattice theory concerning closure operators, and how
closure operators can be used to give the semantics of certain concurrent constraint
programs.

Jagadeesan et al. [15] showed how a concurrent process operating over a
domain that allows ``logic variables,'' i.e., place holders for values that are to be
defined later, could be viewed as a closure operator. This idea was explored in a
concurrent constraint programming setting by Saraswat et al. [32].

See reference [13] for further results on closure operators.

7.1. Closure Operators

Let us look at an agent as a function f that takes a store as input, and returns
a new store. What properties are satisfied by the agent? First, the agent may never
remove anything from the store, so the resulting store is always stronger than the
original store. Thus, we have f (x)�x, for all x. Second, we assume that the process
has finished all it wanted to do when it returned, thus applying it again will not
change anything. Thus we have f ( f (x))= f (x), for all x. Putting these two points
together gives us the definition of closure operators.
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Definition 7.1. For a lattice (D, C=), a closure operator over D is a monotone
function f over D with the property that f (x) c= x and f ( f (x))= f (x), for any x in
D. A continuous closure operator is a closure operator which is also continuous.

The set of fixpoints of a closure operator f over a lattice D is the set
f (D)=[ f (x) | x # D]. Suppose that S is the set of fixpoints of a closure operator f,
that is, S= f (D), where D is the domain of f. For any subset T of S, �T # S. This
is easy to see if we observe that f (�T ) C= �[ f (x) | x # T], since f is monotone,
�T C= f (�T ), since f is a closure operator, and �[ f (x) | x # T]=�T, since all
members of T are fixpoints of f. It follows that the set of fixpoints of a closure
operator is closed under greatest lower bounds of directed sets.

On the other hand, if S�D is such that S is closed under arbitrary greatest lower
bounds, we can define a function fS according to the rule fS(x)=� ([x]u & S), i.e.,
let fS(x) be the least element of S greater than x. It is easy to see that the function
fS is well-defined and a closure operator.

Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between closure operators and sets
closed under �. We take advantage of this property, and sometimes see closure
operators as functions, and sometimes as sets. To say that x is a fixpoint of the
closure operator f we can write x= f (x) or x # f.

Next we show that the closure operators over a lattice form a complete lattice.
Consider the functions over a lattice to be ordered point-wise, i.e., f C= g iff
f (x) C= g(x) for all x. Now we have f C= g if and only if f $ g. If [ f i]i # I is a family
of closure operators, it is easy to see that �i # I f i is also a closure operator: this is
obviously the least upper bound of the family of closure operators. The top element
of the lattice of closure operators over a lattice D is the function that maps every
element of the lattice to �, and the bottom element is the identity function.

For an element x # D and a closure operator f over D, we define (x � f ) as the
closure operator given by

(x � f )( y)={f ( y),
y,

if y c= x
otherwise.

Since a closure operator is characterized by its set of fixpoints, the following
definition will also suffice.

(x � f )= f _ [ y | x C=3 y]

Similarly, for elements x # D and y # D the closure operator (x � y) is defined as
follows

(x � y)=(x � y A ),

where y A is the closure operator whose set of fixpoints is [ y]u=[z # D | y C= z].
Note that when x is finite the closure operators (x � f ) and (x � y) are con-
tinuous, for f continuous and arbitrary y.
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Unless stated otherwise, we will assume the closure operators occurring in this
paper to be continuous.

7.2. Semantics of Deterministic ccp

A deterministic ccp program is a ccp program in which all selections have only
one alternative. Since non-determinism in ccp stems from selections in which more
than one alternative can be selected, the restriction to selections with only one alter-
native effectively makes the programs deterministic. This is perhaps not completely
obvious, since agents still execute concurrently, and results may be computed in dif-
ferent orders. However, as shown by Saraswat et al. [32], it turns out that the
agents may be represented as functions with some special properties, and that the
meaning of programs may be obtained as simple fixpoints, as in Kahn's semantics
[18]. Since the fully abstract semantics in part relies on their semantics, we will
review their results in this section.

First, consider a tell constraint c. Applying c to a store d gives us the store c ? d.
Thus the tell constraint c can be modeled with the closure operator (= � c).

To model a selection (c O A), let us assume that the agent A can be modeled
with the closure operator f. When examining the behavior of the selection, we see
that it remains passive until the ask constraint c is entailed by the store, and then
behaves like the agent A. Thus we can model the selection with the closure operator
(c � f ), which simply returns its input when c is not less that or equal to the input,
and applies f to the input when the input is stronger than c.

To model a conjunction A 7 B (we only consider the finite conjunction,
generalization is straight-forward), we assume that the semantics of A is the closure
operator f, and that the semantics of the agent B is the closure operator g. Given
a store c, the result of running the agent A is the new store f (c). If we now run the
agent B we obtain a new store g( f (c)). But now A can execute further and produce
the store f (g( f (c))). This can go on forever.

Suppose that A and B are allowed to interleave forever, thus producing the limit
of the sequence of stores indicated above, what will the limit look like? It is easy
to show by a mathematical argument (assuming that f and g are continuous) that
the limit must be a fixpoint of both f and g. Also, the limit must be the smallest
mutual fixpoint of f and g greater than c. Thus, if we want a function that models
the behavior of A7 B, we should use the least closure operator stronger than f and
g, which is f & g.

Consider an existential quantification _XA, where the semantics of A is given by
the closure operator f. If we run the agent _XA with a store c, the store accessible
to A is given by _X (c). If the agent A produces a new store d, the part of the
modification visible on the outside is _X (d ). For example, if c entails the constraint
X=10, this aspect of c is not visible to A. If A chooses to add the tell constraint
X=5 to the store, this change is not visible to an outside observer.

Thus, we have a form of two-way hiding, and the semantics of _X A can be given
by the closure operator g, given as

g(c)=c ? _X ( f (_X (c))).
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To deal with the general case, we define a function EX , which takes a function and
returns the corresponding function where X is hidden. EX can be defined as

EX ( f )=id ? (_X b f b _X).

Now, if the semantics of A is f, the semantics of _XA is EX ( f ).
We have seen that the basic constructs of determinate ccp can be modeled as

continuous closure operators. It is time to write down the properties of the con-
structs in the form of a fixpoint semantics. We give a fixpoint semantics of deter-
ministic ccp in which each agent is mapped to a continuous closure operator, and
a program is mapped to a function from names to closure operators, i.e., an
environment. Thus, the semantics for an agent A is given as a function E�A�:
(U � U)N � (U � U), which maps environments to closure operators.

Now, to give the semantics of a call p(X), we model the substitution using hiding
and equality, so that the dummy variable : is used for argument-passing, just like
in the operational semantics. Thus the semantic rule for procedure calls becomes

E�p(X)� _=E: ((:=X) & (_p)).

In the same way, to give the semantics of the procedure definitions in a program
6, we define a function P�6� which takes a program and an environment and
produces a ``better'' environment, as below. Assume that for each name p, the
corresponding definition in 6 is p(Y) :: A,

P�6� _p=EY ((Y=:) & (E�A� _)).

The semantics of a program 6 is the least fixpoint of P�6�. We can now put the
fixpoint semantics together, as shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. The fixpoint semantics for determinate ccp.
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8. A FULLY ABSTRACT SEMANTICS FOR NON-DETERMINISTIC CCP

We turn back to the problem of giving a fully abstract semantics for possibly
non-deterministic ccp. The idea is that we look at two aspects of a trace; its func-
tionality and its limit. The functionality can loosely be described as the closure
operator computed by an agent in a computation which has this trace, and the limit
is simply the limit of the sequence of stores of the trace.

Definition 8.1. Let t be a trace. Let the limit of t be lim t=�i # | v(t) i . Let the
functionality of t, denoted fn(t), be the closure operator

fn(r)= ,
i # r(t)

(v(t) i � v(t) i+1).

Note that fn(t) is the least closure operator f such that

v(t) i+1 C= f (v(t) i),

for all i # r(t).
We can characterise fn(t) in terms of its fixpoints.

Proposition 8.2. Let t be a trace. A constraint d is a fixpoint of fn(t) exactly
when for all i # r(t), d c= (v(t) i) implies d c= (v(t) i+1).

The proposition follows from the definition of the functionality of a trace and
from the properties of closure operators.

Definition 8.3. We say that a trace t is a subtrace of a trace t$, if the limit of
t is equal to the limit of t$ and the functionality of t is weaker than or equal to the
functionality of t$, i.e., fn(t)$fn(t$). A set S�trace is subtrace-closed, if t # S when-
ever t is a subtrace of t$ and t$ # S.

Definition 8.4. Given a trace t, the inverse of t is the trace t� =(v(t), |"r(t)).

8.1. Definition of the Abstract Semantics.

Definition 8.5. For an agent A, and a program 6, let

A6�A�=[t | t is a subtrace of t$, for some t$ # O6 �A�].

Not surprisingly, the abstract semantics contains sufficient information to allow
the result semantics to be obtained from the abstract semantics.

Proposition 8.6. For an agent A, and constraint d, we have

R6 �A� d=[lim(t) | t # A6 �A� and fn(t)=(d � lim(t))].

The proposition follows from the operational semantics.
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Example 8.7. As an example of the abstract semantics, consider the following
two agents. Let the agent A1 be

X=[1, 2, 3, 4],

and the agent A2 be

_Y (X=[1, 2 | Y] 7 Y=[3, 4]).

The two agents produce the same result, and there is no way a concurrently execut-
ing agent could see that the agent A2 produces the list in two steps, so we would
expect these two agents to have the same abstract semantics.

A typical trace of A1 might be the trace t1 , where

v(t1)=(=, X=[1, 2, 3, 4], ...)

r(t1)=[0 ],

and a typical trace of A2 might be the trace t2 , where

v(t2)=(=, _Y (X=[1, 2 | Y]), X=[1, 2, 3, 4], ...)

r(t2)=[0, 1 ].

We also see that fn(t1)=fn(t2)=(= � X=[1, 2, 3, 4]), and lim(t1)=lim(t2)=
(X=[1, 2, 3, 4]). The two traces have the same functionality and limit and are thus
subtraces of each other. Any trace of A1 is a subtrace of some trace of A2 , and vice
versa, so the two agents have the same abstract semantics.

8.2. Relationship with Deterministic Semantics

Recall that for deterministic ccp programs there is a simple fully abstract fixpoint
semantics where the semantics of an agent is given as a closure operator (Sec-
tion 7). Given a deterministic agent A and program 6, where the semantics of A
is given by the closure operator f, what does the corresponding abstract semantics
for A look like?

For finite constraints c and d, if f (c) c= d it follows that A will, given a store
where c holds, add constraints to the store so that d is entailed. If, on the other
hand, f (c) c=3 d, we can conclude that if A starts executing with the store c, we will
never arrive at a configuration where d is entailed (unless information is added from
the outside). Thus the traces of A all have a functionality which is weaker or equal
to that of f. The limit of any trace of A must be a constraint which is a fixpoint of
f, otherwise the execution of A would have added more information to the store.
Thus, the abstract semantics of A can be given as

A6 �A�=[t | fn(t) C= f, lim(t) # f ].

(The relationship is stated without proof since the further developments do not rely
on it.)
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8.3. Compositionality of the Abstract Semantics

The constructs that need to be considered are conjunction, the existential quan-
tifier, and the selection operator.

8.3.1. Conjunction. The following lemma relates the result semantics of a con-
junction of agents to the abstract semantics of the agents.

We take advantage of the fact that whenever t # O6 �A�, for some agent A, there
is a trace t$ satisfying v(t$)0== with the same limit and functionality as t, defined
by, e.g., v(t$)0==, v(t$) i+1=v(t) i , and i+1 # r(t$) iff i # r(t) for i # |.

Lemma 8.8. Suppose [A j] j # I is a countable family of agents. For a constraint c,
we have c # R6 ��j # I A j�= if and only if there is a family of traces (tj) j # I such that
tj # A6�A j� and lim(t j)=c for j # I, and �j # I fn(t j)=c A .

Proof. ( O ) Suppose c # R6 ��j # I A j�=. By Proposition 8.6 there is an input-
free trace t # O��j # I A j� such that v(t)0==, lim(t)=c, and fn(t)=c A . By
Lemma 6.5 there is for each j # I a trace tj # O6 �A j� such that v(t j)=v(t) and
�j # I r(tj)=r(t). Using Proposition 8.2 it follows that a fixpoint of fn(t) is also a
fixpoint of all fn(tj), so �j # I fn(tj)=c A .

( o ) Each trace tj connects A j to a computation (A j
i : c j

i ) i # | . We can assume
that c j

0==, for j # I. We also assume that c is not finite. Let p be a function p: | � I
such that for each j # I there are infinitely many k # | such that p(k)= j. We will
form a computation (Bi : di) i # | of the agent �j # I A j, where each Bi is of the form
�j # I B j

i .
Let B0=�j # I A j

0 . Let d0=� j # I c j
0 (==).

Suppose Bk : dk is defined for k�n. We define Bn+1 : dn+1 as follows. Let
k= p(n). Let m be the maximal integer such that Ak

m=Bk
n and ck

m C= dn .

1. If there is a computation step Ak
m : ck

m � Ak
m+1 : ck

m+1 , we make the con-
structed computation perform a corresponding computation step, by letting
B j

n+1=B j
n , for j{k, Bk

n+1=Ak
m+1 , and dn+1=dn ? ck

m+1 .

2. If there is no computation step Ak
m : ck

m � Ak
m+1 : ck

m+1 , let Bn+1=Bn and
dn+1=dn . Note that in this case dn must be a fixpoint of fn(tk) (since ck

m is a
fixpoint of fn(tk), and by the way m was selected we know that ck

m+1C=3 dn).

Consider the limit d=�n # | dn . Note that dn C= c for all n, so d C= c. Suppose dC&c.
We can see that in the construction of (Bn : dn)n # | , case 1 was only applied a finite
number of times for each j # I. This implies that for each j # I, there is an infinite
chain

d j
0 , d j

1 , d j
2 , ...

of fixpoints of fn(tj). Since the limit of each of these chains is d, and by continuity,
d must also be a fixpoint of each fn(tj). But then d is a fixpoint of �j # I fn(t j) and
we arrive at a contradiction. K

From Lemma 8.8 it follows that the abstract semantics of a conjunction can be
obtained from the agents. In the proof of the theorem below, we use the fact that
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for an arbitrary trace, there is an agent whose operational semantics contains the
trace. The construction of the agent is as follows.

Definition 8.9. For a trace t, let [t] be the agent

�
i # r(t)

(v(t) i O v(t) i+1).

Clearly, t # A6 �[t]�. Moreover, we have the following:

Lemma 8.10. Let t be a trace. If u # O6�[t]� is a trace of [t], then fn(u) C= fn(t).

The lemma follows from the computation rules.

Lemma 8.11. Let t be a trace such that v(t)0==, let t� be the inverse of t, and
let c=lim(t). Then fn(t) & fn(t� )=c A and fn(t) _ fn(t� )=U.

The lemma follows immediately from Proposition 8.2.

Theorem 8.12. Let [A j | j # I] be a family of agents. For any trace t,

t # A6 ��
j # I

A j�
iff for each j # I there is a tj # A6 �A j�, such that lim(t)=lim(t j) and fn(t)$

�j # I fn(tj).

Proof. ( O ) Let t # A6 ��j # I A j�. By definition there is a t$ # O6 ��j # I A j� such
that t is a subtrace of t$. Let c=lim(t), and let B be the agent

B=\�
j # I

A j+7 [t� ],

where t� is the inverse of the trace t. Since fn(t) _ fn(t� )=c A , and fn(t$)�fn(t), and
c=lim(t$), we have by Lemma 8.8 that c # R6�B�=. Again, by using the decom-
position of B into [t� ] and the individual A j in Lemma 8.8 it follows that there is
a trace u of [t� ] and that for each j # I there is a tj # O6�A j�, such that lim(t)=
lim(tj) and �j # I fn(tj) & fn(u)=c A . By fn(t� )�fn(u) and fn(t) _ fn(t� )=U and
fn(t) & fn(t� )=c A we get fn(t)$�j # I fn(tj).

( o ) Suppose that for each i # I there is a tj # A6 �A j� such that lim(t)=
lim(tj) and fn(t)$� j # I fn(t j). By definition there is for each j # I a t$j # O6 �A j� so
that tj is a subtrace of t$j . Let B be the agent

B=\�
j # I

A j+7 [t� ].

By fn(t)$�j # I fn(t j) and fn(t$j)�fn(t j) and the fact that all involved traces have
limit c, we infer that fn(t) & � j # I fn(t$j)=c A . By Lemma 8.8 it follows that
c # R6�B�=. Again, by using the decomposition of B into [t� ] and the conjunction
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�j # I A j in Lemma 8.8 it follows that there is a trace t$ of �j # I A j and a trace
u of [t� ] such that fn(t$) & fn(u)=c A . Since fn(t� )�fn(u) and fn(t) _ fn(t� )=U,
we infer that fn(t$)�fn(t), i.e., that t is a subtrace of t$ which implies that
t # A6��j # I A j�. K

8.3.2. The existential quantifier. The treatment of the existential quantifier is
certainly the most difficult part of this article. An early version of the article gave
an incorrect characterization of the compositionality of the abstract semantics with
respect to the existential quantifier. A similar error was made by Saraswat et al.
[32]. When we look at the semantics of an existentially quantified agent _X A, it
should be clear that for any trace t of the agent _X A there is a corresponding trace
u of the agent A. How are these two traces related? Obviously, since the variable
X is hidden, the traces u and t need not agree on the behaviour with respect to X,
but for other variables there should be a correspondence between the two traces. It
follows that the limit and functionality of t and u should agree when we do not look
at how the variable X is treated. Are these requirements sufficient? Well, almost. It
turns out that it is necessary to add a third requirement to the trace u. For example,
consider the agent

A=(X=10 O Y=7 k true O Z=5).

The agent is non-deterministic, since if X=10 it might either produce Y=7, or
Z=5. However, the agent

_X A

is deterministic and will always produce the result Z=5. In other words, when we
give the semantics for _X A, we should not consider the traces that have input steps
which bind X.

Given that an agent A has a trace u, and that there is a corresponding trace t
of _X A, how are the functionalities of the traces related? Intuitively, the difference
lies in that the functionality of t cannot depend on X, i.e., it cannot detect if X is
bound or bind X to a value. These considerations suggest that we use the operation
EX , as defined in Section 7.

Proposition 8.13. For a closure operator f, the closure operator EX ( f ) has the
set of fixpoints given by

EX ( f )=[c | There is a constraint d # f such that _X (c)=_X (d )].

Proof. Note that for any constraint c, we have EX ( f ) c C= f (c). From this
follows that any fixpoint of f must also be a fixpoint of EX ( f ). Let g=EX ( f ).

($ ) Suppose we have a constraint d # f. It follows that d= g(d ). Let c be a
constraint such that _X (c)=_X (d). Applying g gives g(c)=_X ( f (_X (c))) ? c=
_X ( f (_X (d ))) ? c C= _X ( f (d )) ? c=_X (d) ? c=_X (c) ? c=c.
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(�) Now, suppose that c is a fixpoint of g. Let d= f (_X (c)). The constraint
d is of course a fixpoint of f and since c= g(c), we must have c c= _X (f (_X (c)))=
_X (d ). So _X (c) c= _X (d ), and since f (_X (c)) c= _X (c), which implies _X (c) C=
_X (d ), we have _X (c)=_X (d). K

In the proof of the compositionality theorem, the following proposition is useful.
Note that for a trace t, the traces of A6�_X[t]� are the traces which have a func-
tionality weaker than the one of t and a limit which is a fixpoint of the functionality
of t.

Proposition 8.14. Given an agent A, let u # A6�A� such that (fn u)
(_X (lim u))=lim u. Let t be a trace such that fn t C= EX (fn u) and
_X (lim t)=_X (lim u). It follows that lim u # R6�A 7_X[t� ]�.

Proof. Note that u # A6 �A� and there is a trace t0 # A6�_X[t� ]� such that
fn t0=EX (fn t� ) and lim u=lim t0 . By Lemma 8.8 it is sufficient to show that
(fn u) & (EX (fn t� )=(= � lim u). We compute the least fixed point of (fn u) &

(EX (fn t� )) by forming the chains d0 , d1 , d2 , ... and e0 , e1 , e2 , ... as

1. d0=e0==.

2. For i even, let

(a) di+1=EX (fn u) di , and

(b) ei+1=(fn u) ei .

3. For i odd, let

(a) di+1=(fn t� ) di and

(b) ei+1=EX (fn t� ) ei .

It is straightforward to show that _X di=_X ei , for all i # |. Let d=� i # | di and
e=�i # | ei . We want to show that d=lim t. Suppose d C& lim t. By continuity,
d # fn t� and d # EX (fn u). Thus d � fn t which implies that d � EX (fn u). We have
arrived at a contradiction.

It follows that d=lim t. By assumption we have _X (lim t)=_X (lim u) and
(fn u)(_X (lim u))=lim u. It follows immediately that (fn u)(_Xd )=lim u. We can
conclude that e=(fn u)(_X d )=lim u. K

Theorem 8.15. For an agent A and a variable X there is a trace t # A6 �_X A� iff
there is a u # A6 �A� such that lim(u)=(fn(u) b _X) lim(u), _X (lim(t))=_X (lim(u))
and fn(t) C= EX (fn(u)).

Proof. ( O ) Suppose t # O6 �_XA�. By Proposition 6.6, there must be a trace
u # O6�A�, such that with v(t)=(di) i # | and v(u)=(ei) i # | it holds that
r(t)=r(u); e0=_X (d0); di+1=di ? _X (e i+1), for i # r(t); and ei+1=ei ? _X (d i+1),
for i # |"r(t). It is straightforward to prove by induction that for all
i # |, _X (di)=_X (ei), and thus, _X (lim(t))=_X (lim(u)).

Next we show that fn(t) C= EX (fn(u)). Let i be fixed such that i # r(t). It is suf-
ficient to show that (di � di+1) C= EX (fn(u)). Note that for all i # |,
ei C= fn(u)(_X (di)) (this is easily proved by induction). If c is a constraint such that
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c c= di , we have ei C= fn(u)(_X (di)) C= fn(u)(_X (c)), and thus fn(u)(_X (c)) c= ei+1 ,
from which follows that EX (fn(u)) c c= di+1 , since by the reduction rules
di+1=di ? _X (ei+1).

To show that lim(u)=(fn(u) b _X) lim(u), we first note that fn(u) ei C= lim(u),
for all i # |, from which follows that (fn(u) b _X) ei C= lim(u), for all i, and
thus (fn(u) b _X) lim(u) C= lim(u). By the argument in the previous paragraph we
have ei C= fn(u)(_X (d i)), for i # |, and since _X (di)=_X (ei) we also have
ei C= fn(u)(_X (ei)), for all i. By continuity we have lim(u) C= fn(u)(_X (lim(u))).

( o ) Suppose that u # O6 �A� such that lim(u)=(fn(u) b _X) lim(u). Suppose
also that the trace t is such that lim t=lim u and fn t C= EX (fn u). We want to show
that t # A6 �_X A�.

By the Proposition 8.14 there is a fair, input-free computation (Ai 7_ci
XBi : ei) i # |

where the configuration A0 7_c0
X B0 : e0 is equal to A 7 _X[t� ] : = and �i # | e i=

lim u. Let u$ be the trace corresponding to the computation (Ai : ei) i # | . We have,
by the computation rules,

1. Ai : ei � Ai+1 : ei+1 and Bi : c i=Bi+1 : ci+1 , if i # r(u$), and

2. Bi : ci ? (_X ei) � B i+1 : ci+1 , Ai+1=Ai and ei+1=e i ? (_X ci+1) if i � r(u$).

Let the chain d0 , d1 , ... be as follows.

1. d0==.

2. di+1=ci+1 ? _Xei+1 , if i # r(u).

3. di+1=ci+1 , if i � r(u).

It is straightforward to establish that for i # r(u), di+1=di ? _X (ei+1), and for
i � r(u), ei+1=ei ? _X (di+1). We can now form a trace t$ with r(t$)=r(u) and
v(t$)=(di) i # | such that, by Proposition 6.6, t$ # O6 �_XA�.

We also would like to show that t is a subtrace of t$. Consider the computation
(Bi : ci ? _Xei) i # | of [t� ]. Clearly this is the same as (Bi : di ? _X ei) i # | . Note that
the trace of this computation is t� $. It follows that fn t$ c= fn t and that
lim t$=lim t. K

8.3.3. The selection operator.

Theorem 8.16. For n�0, agents A1 , ..., An and constraints c1 , ..., cn , we have a
trace t # A6�(c1 O A1 k } } } k cn O An)� if and only if either

1. there is a k�n and u # A6�Ak� such that lim(t)=lim(u) c= ck and fn(t) C=
(ck � fn(u)), or

2. fn(t)=id and ck C=3 lim(t), for k�n.

Proof. ( O ) Suppose t # A6 �(c1 O A1 k } } } k cn O An)�. There is a trace t$ #
O6�(c1 O A1 k } } } k cn O An)� such that t is a subtrace of t$.

Suppose that lim(t) c= cl , for some l�n. By Proposition 6.7 there is, for some
k�n, a trace u # O6 �Ak� such that lim(u$)=lim(t$) and fn(t$)=(ck � fn(u)). The
trace u is of course also a trace of A6�(c1 O A1 k } } } k cn O An)�. Since
fn(t) C= fn(t), we have fn(t) C= (ck � fn(u)).
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Suppose that there are no l�n such that lim(t) c= cl . By Proposition 6.7 we have
r(t)=<, and thus fn(t)=id.

( o ) Suppose u # A6 �Ak�, and that t is a trace such that lim(t)=
lim(u) c= ck , and fn(t) C= (ck � fn(u)). We have immediately that u is a subtrace
of a trace u$ # O6 Ak . By Proposition 6.7 there is a trace t$ # O�(c1 O
A1 k } } } k cn O An)� such that lim(t$)=lim(u$) and fn(t$)=(ck � fn(u$)). Thus,
fn(t$) c= (ck � fn(u)) c= fn(t), and we conclude t is a subtrace of t$.

Let t be a trace such that there are no l�n such that lim(t) c= cl . By Proposi-
tion 6.7 it follows that t # O6 �(c1 O A1 k } } } k cn O An)�, and thus t also belongs
to the abstract semantics of the selection. K

8.4. The Abstract Semantics in Equational Form

As we have shown that the abstract semantics is compositional, we summarise
the semantic equations in Fig. 2.

8.5. The Trace Semantics is Fully Abstract

A semantics is fully abstract if the semantics does not give more information than
what is necessary to distinguish between agents that behave differently when put
into a context. The following theorem states that the trace semantics is indeed fully
abstract.

Theorem 8.17 (Full Abstraction). Suppose we have agents A and A$. If A6 �A�
{A6�A$� then there is an agent B such that R6 �A 7 B�{R6�A$ 7 B�.

Proof. Suppose t # A6 �A�"A6 �A$�. Consider the agent A 7 [t� ]. By Lemma 8.8
we have lim(t) # R6 �A7 [t� ]�=. Suppose lim(t) # R6 �A$ 7 [t� ]�=. By Lemma 8.8
there are traces t1 # O6 �A$� and t2 # O6 �[t� ]� such that lim(t1)=lim(t2)=
lim(t) and fn(t1) & fn(t2)=c A . Since clearly fn(t2)$fn(t� ), this implies that
fn(t1)�fn(t), so t must be a subtrace of t1 . This contradicts the assumption that
t � O6 �A$�. K

FIG. 2. The abstract semantics in equational form.
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8.6. Examples of Abstract Semantics

We give abstract semantics of some concurrent constraint programs. The first
four of the programs were given in Section 3.1. The programs assume the term
model, defined in Example 2.5.

Example 8.18 (Non-determinism). We consider the ``erratic'' program given in
Example 3.1. The abstract semantics is as follows.

t # A6�erratic(X)� if and only if either

1. t is such that lim(t) c= (X=0) and fn(t) C= (= � X=0), or

2. t is such that lim(t) c= (X=1) and fn(t) C= (= � X=1).

Note how the traces fall into two groups due to the non-determinism of the
agent.

Example 8.19 (McCarthy's ambiguity operator). The second program we con-
sider is an implementation of McCarthy's ambiguity operator, given in Exam-
ple 3.2. The abstract semantics is as follows.

t # A6�amb(X, Y, Z)� if and only if either

1. t is such that fn(t)=id, and lim(t) c=3 number(X), and lim(t) c=3 number(Y),
or

2. t is such that lim(t) c= number(X ) and fn(t) C= (= � Z=X ), or

3. t is such that lim(t) c= number(Y ) and fn(t) C= (= � Z=Y ).

Example 8.20 (The ``ones'' program). Consider as a simple example of a program
that produces an infinite result the ``ones'' program as given in Example 3.3.

For a trace t we have t # A6 �ones(X )� if and only if t is such that lim(t) c=
(X=1|) and fn(t) C= (= � 1|), where 1| is the infinite list of ones.

Example 8.21 (lazy�ones). Consider the ``lazy�ones'' program in Example 3.4.
We write |X|�k for the constraint which says that X is a list with at least k
elements, and X[k]=1 for the constraint that X is a list with at least k elements,
and the k th is equal to 1.

The abstract semantics of a call lazy�ones(X ) is the set of traces t for which

1. fn(t) C= �k�0 ( |X|�k � X[k]=1) and

2. (a) either lim(t) c= (X=1|), or (b) there is an n�0 such that
lim(t) c= �k<n X[k]=1 but lim(t) c=3 ( |X|�n).

Example 8.22 (The Keller�Brock�Ackerman anomaly). One proposed solution
to the problem of giving a denotational semantics of a concurrent programming
language was to map each process (or agent) to an input-output relation. However,
as shown by Keller [19] and Brock and Ackerman [5], a semantics of this type
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will not be compositional. The proof gives two programs with the same input-out-
put relation but with different behaviour when put in a context. In this section, we
give a similar example (the example is of a type first described by Russell [31]).
Consider the two programs

m1(X, Y, R, Z) ::

_Z1(number(X ) O Z1=X k number(Y ) O Z1=Y) 7

(number(Z1) O R=1) 7

(number(X ) 7 number(Y ) O Z=Z1)

and

m2(X, Y, R, Z) ::

(number(X ) O R=1) 7

(number(Y ) O R=1) 7

(number(X ) 7 number(Y) O Z=X k

number(X ) 7 number(Y) O Z=Y ).

The agents A1=m1(X, Y, R, Z) and A2=m2(X, Y, R, Z) have the same result
semantics. Both agents wait until either X or Y is constrained to be a number, and
then bind R to 1. When both X and Y are bound to numbers, Z is bound to either
X or Y. For example, given an initial state c=(X=42), the result semantics of A1

and A2 is

R6 �A1� c=R6 �A2� c=[c 7 (R=1)].

If we assume an initial state d=(X=427 Y=43) the result semantics is

R6 �A1� d=R6�A2� d=[(d 7 R=1 7 Z=42), (d 7 R=1 7 Z=43)].

The two programs differ in that m1 records which variable was bound first, so that
if Y was not bound until R=1, we know that Z will be bound to X.

The abstract semantics of procedure m1 contains traces with functionality given
by the closure operator

(number(X) � R=1) & (number(X ) ? number(Y ) ? (R=1) � Z=X)

but no traces with the functionality

(number(X) � R=1) & (number(X ) ? number(Y ) ? (R=1) � Z=Y)
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but procedure m2 contains traces of both types. To detect the difference in seman-
tics between m1 and m2, one can run them in conjunction with an agent

test(X, Y, R) :: X=427 (R=1 O Y=43)

that binds X, waits until R is equal to 1, and then binds Y. The agent

test(X, Y, R) 7 m1(X, Y, R, Z)

will always bind Z to 42, but the agent

test(X, Y, R) 7 m2(X, Y, R, Z)

may bind Z to 43.

9. A PROOF OF FULL ABSTRACTION USING FINITE PROGRAMS

Our proof of full abstraction in Theorem 8.17 relied on the use of infinite con-
junctions to express an agent that could produce an ``infinite'' trace. Is it possible
to give a proof of full abstraction that does not use infinite conjunctions? It turns
out that if we make some very reasonable assumptions about the constraint system,
and extend the result semantics to cope with infinite input, it is possible to give a
proof of full abstraction that does not use infinite conjunctions.

The proof in this section resembles a proof of full abstraction given by Russell
[31] for data-flow networks. The idea is that we assume that a representation of
a trace is provided as input. It is then possible to write a procedure that ``interprets''
the trace and thus exhibits a behaviour similar to the agent [t� ] in the previous
proof. We must make some assumptions about the constraint system. First, we
assume that in the domain of values there is a representation of each finite con-
straint. We also assume that it is possible to write procedures that can take a
representation of a finite constraint and can interpret its behaviour. Third, we
assume that the term model is a part of the constraint system and that there are
some appropriate function symbols.

9.1. The Generalised Result Semantics

We previously defined the result semantics of an agent, R6 �A� c, only for finite
inputs c. This restriction was introduced to make it possible to give the input in the
first configuration of a computation, as any intermediate state of a computation
must be finite. However, if we allow the input to be given during the course of a
computation, we can consider a generalised version of the result semantics that also
allows infinite inputs.
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For an agent A, a program 6, and a constraint c, the generalised result semantics
is

R6 �A� c=[lim(t) | t # O6 �A�,

v(t)0 C= c,

ci+1 C= ci ? c, for i # |"r(t), and

lim(t) c= c].

Clearly, for finite constraints the generalised result semantics conforms with the first
result semantics. For infinite constraints the generalised result semantics gives the
result produced by an agent when it receives infinite input.

Proposition 9.1. For an agent A, and constraints c and d, we have c # R6 �A� d
iff there is a trace t # A6 �A� such that lim(t)=c, and fn(t) & (= � d )=(= � c).

9.2. Can a ccp Language Interpret its Constraint System?

The answer, for any reasonable constraint system, is yes. But first we must define
what it means for a constraint system to be self-interpretable.

First, there must be a way to represent the finite constraints as values in the con-
straint system. For example, in the term model we can of course represent the finite
constraints as terms.

Second, for each finite constraint we need a way to bind a variable to that finite
constraint, i.e., a finite constraint that does precisely that.

Of course, we also need to be able to interpret the representations of constraints
as real constraints, i.e., as tell and ask constraints. So we also require that it is
possible to write procedures that interpret representations of constraints and
emulate the behaviour of the corresponding ask and tell constraints (these are
requirements three and four). In the term model, implementing these procedures is
a straightforward programming task.

Definition 9.2. A constraint system is self-interpretable if the following holds.

1. There is an injective map l from finite constraints to the domain of values.

2. For each finite constraint c and variable X there is a constraint X=l(c)
which binds X to l(c).

3. For variables X1 , ..., Xn it is possible to define a procedure entail such that
a call entail (R, F, X1 , ..., Xn) will bind the variable F to 1 provided that R=l(c),
where c is a constraint which is entailed by the store and only depends on variables
X1 , ..., Xn .

4. For variables X1 , ..., Xn it is possible to define a procedure toStore such
that a call toStore(R, X1 , ..., Xn) will add the constraint c to the store, provided that
R=l(c) and c is a constraint that depends only on the variables X1 , ..., Xn .
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One would expect a constraint system to be implementable on a computer, and
to be sufficiently powerful to implement the set of computable functions. Given this,
it is not a big step to assume a constraint system to be self-interpretable. To repre-
sent the finite constraints it is of course very natural to use the elements of the term
model.

9.3. Giving the Representation of a Trace

We need a way to construct a constraint that gives a representation of a trace.
Suppose that t is a trace which only depends on variables X1 , ..., Xn . We must con-
struct a constraint c (we will refer to it as [t]) which binds a variable L to a list
representation of the trace t. Let (di) i # |=v(t). Let E0 be in (Z0). For i&1 # r(t),
let Ei be the expression out(Zi), and for i&1 # |"r(t), let Ei be in(Zi). For i # |,
let

ci be _L$ _Z0
} } } _Zi

(L=[E0 , ..., Ei | L$]

7 Z0=l(d0) 7 } } } 7 Zi=l(di)).

Clearly, all ci s are finite constraints, and with c=�i # | ci , c is the constraint which
binds L to a representation of the trace t.

9.4. Interpreting Traces

Next we construct a procedure interpret(L, X1 , ..., Xn), that given a list represen-
tation of a trace t that only depends on the variables X1 , ..., Xn , behaves like the
agent [t] in the previous proof of full abstraction. We want the call inter-
pret(L, X1 , ..., Xn) to be such that for traces

u # A6 �interpret(L, X1 , ..., Xn)�

we have fn(u) C= fn(t) whenever _L (lim(u))=lim(t) and L is bound to the list
representation in the constraint lim(u).

We first give interpret in the form of a clp program, since this version may be
easier to read than the ccp version.

interpret([out(R) | L], X1 , ..., Xn) : &

toStore(R, X1 , ..., Xn),

interpret(L, X1 , ..., Xn).

interpret([in(R) | L], X1 , ..., Xn) : &

entail(R, F, X1 , ..., Xn),

interpret�aux(F, L, X1 , ..., Xn).

interpret�aux(1, L, X1 , ..., Xn) : & interpret(L, X1 , ..., Xn).
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The same program in ccp,

interpret(L, X1 , ..., Xn) ::

((_R _L$L=[out(R) | L$])

O _R _L$ (L=[out(R) | L$]

7 toStore(R, X1 , ..., Xn)

7 interpret(L$, X1 , ..., Xn))

k _R _L$ (L=[in(R) | L$])

O _R _L$ _F (L=[in(R) | L$])

7 entail(R, F, X1 , ..., Xn)

7 (F=1 O interpret(L$, X1 , ..., Xn)))).

Does interpret behave as intended? Suppose that L does eventually get bound to
the list representation of the trace t. The functionality of any trace of the call inter-
pret(L, X1 , ..., Xn) is at most f0 , where f i , i # |, is given as follows (recall that
(di) i # |=v(t)).

fi={ f i+1 ,
(di � di+1) & fi+1 ,

if i � r(t)
if i # r(t)

It is easy to establish that f0=fn(t).

9.5. The Alternative Proof of Full Abstraction

We will assume that the constraint system is self-interpretable, and contains the
term model, where the set of function symbols includes the list constructor [ } | } ],
in( } ) and out( } ). Recall that A and A$ are assumed to be agents such that
t # A6�A� but t � A6 �A$�. We want to show that there is an agent B and some con-
straint c such that R6�A 7 B� c{R6�A$ 7 B� c. We will assume that the agents
A and A$ do not contain any infinite conjunctions, and that thus the set of variables
that A and A$ depend on are among X1 , ..., Xn , and that L is not among these
variables.

Let c be the constraint [t� ]. Let B be the agent interpret(L, X1 , ..., Xn) and 6$ the
program 6 extended with definitions of entail, toStore and interpret.

Clearly, we have d # R6$�A$ 7 B� c, where d=lim t ? c.
Suppose d # R6$�A 7 B� c. There are corresponding traces t1 # O6$�A$� and

t2 # O6$�B� such that lim t1=lim t2=d and fn(t1) & fn(t2) & (= � c)=(= � d ). Let
(ei) i # |=v(t1)=v(t2). If we consider traces t$1 and t$2 where v(t$1)=v(t$2)=(_Lei) i # |

and r(t$1)=r(t$1) and r(t$2)=r(t$2) it follows that t$1 # O6$�A$� (this is easy to establish
from the computation rules) and that fn(t$2)$fn(t� ). Thus, fn(t$1)�fn(t), so t must
be a subtrace of t$1 . This implies that t # A6$�A$�, which contradicts the assumption
that t � A6 �A$�.
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10. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF ccp

One of the reasons for considering fully abstract semantics of a programming
language is that since a fully abstract semantics is in a sense minimal, it follows that
any algebraic equality that is satisfied by any (correct) semantics, will be satisfied
by the fully abstract semantics. Thus, it is natural that we use the fully abstract
semantics as a starting-point for the investigation of the algebraic properties of ccp.
It turns out that the algebra of ccp agents satisfies the axioms of intuitionistic linear
algebra (see Troelstra [36, chapter 8] and Ono [27]), which suggests a rela-
tionship between ccp and intuitionistic linear logic.

The work presented in this section is influenced by the results of Mendler,
Panangaden, Scott and Seely [24], who show that a semantic model of ccp forms
a hyperdoctrine [21, 34], a category-theoretic structure which represents the proof-
theoretic structure of logics. Thus, proving that ccp is a hyperdoctrine implies that
ccp in fact forms a logic. The authors of reference [24] stress the point; ccp is logic.

Other attempts to relate algebraic rules and concurrency include the work by
Bergstra and Klop [3], in which algebraic rules were used to define a concurrent
language, and Winskel and Nielsen [37], who relate different models of con-
currency by examining their category-theoretic properties. Abramsky and Vickers
[1] propose the use of quantales as a framework for the study of various aspects
of concurrency. (The algebra of quantales is closely related to intuitionistic linear
algebra.)

We begin by giving the axiomatic definition of intuitionistic linear algebra,
following Troelstra [36]. Intuitionistic linear algebra is to linear logic as Boolean
algebra is to propositional logic, i.e., an algebraic formulation of the derivation
rules of the logic.

Definition 10.1. An IL-algebra (intuitionistic linear algebra) is a structure
(X, ? , @ , =, &b , V , 1) such that the following holds.

1. (X, ? , @ , =) is a lattice.

2. (X, V , 1) is a commutative monoid.

3. If x�x$ and y� y$ it follows that x V y�x$ V y$ and x$ &b y�x &b y$.

4. x V y�z iff x� y &bz.

In the definition, V is to be seen as the multiplicative conjunction and @ as the
additive conjunction.

Next we will see how the semantic domain of the fully abstract semantics can
be seen as an IL-algebra. Let A consist of the subtrace-closed sets of traces. The
lattice-structure of A is simply the inclusion-ordering of the sets of traces.

Proposition 10.2. A forms a complete distributive lattice.

Proof. It is easy to see that for any family of subtrace-closed sets, the union and
intersection of these sets is also subtrace-closed. From this follows also that A is a
distributive lattice. K
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Let V : A_A � A be parallel composition, i.e.,

x V y=[t | t1 # x, t2 # y, lim(t1)=lim(t2), fn(t)$fn(t1) & fn(t2)].

Let 1 be the set of passive traces, i.e., 1=[t | r(t)=<]. It is easy to see that 1
corresponds to the agent true, i.e. the tell constraint which always holds.

Proposition 10.3. (A, V , 1) is a commutative monoid. For x and [ yi] i # I # A the
distributive law x V (� i # I yi)=�i # I x V yi holds.

Define &b : A_A � A according to x &b y=� [z | x V z� y]. It follows that
x &b } is an upper adjoint of } Vx, i.e., that x� y &bz if and only if x V y�z holds
for x, y, z # A.

We also define an upper adjoint to &, even though this is not necessary to satisfy
the axioms of IL-algebras. Let &> : A_A � A according to x &> y=� [z | x &

z� y] gives us x� y&> z if and only if x & y�z, for x, y, z # A.
It follows immediately that the structure we have obtained satisfies the axioms of

IL-algebras.
Theorem 10.4. (A, _, &, <, &b , V , 1) as defined above is an IL-algebra.

Next, we will take a look at how selection in ccp can be expressed using the
operations of IL-algebra.

First, note that the functions &b and &> can be expressed directly in terms of
sets of traces. For traces t1 , t2 , let t1 6 t2 be defined when v(t1)=v(t2), and
u=t1 6 t2 be such that v(u)=v(t1), and r(u)=r(t1) _ r(t2). We find that

x &b y=[t | if u # X and t 6 u is defined, we have t 6 y # y].

If there were no restriction that the elements of A must be subtrace-closed, x&> y
would consist of the traces which do not belong to x, together with the traces of
y, similar to the usual definition of implication in classical logic. But since the com-
plement of an element of A in general is not subtrace-closed, the traces of x&> y
are instead given by

x&> y=[t | if u # x is a subtrace of t, then u # y].

For x # A, let the negation tx be given as tx=x &b <. The negation of x can
also be given directly as a set of traces according to

tx=[t | there is no u # x such that lim(t)=lim(u)].

For an agent which is a tell constraint c, the set of traces is

c=[t | lim(t) c= c; fn(t) C= (= � c)],
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writing c for the set of traces of the tell constraint c. Also, note that

c&> 1=[t | fn(t) _ (= � c)=U].

For a tell constraint c, ttc is the set of traces with limit at least c.
For a # A, the expression

a & (c&> 1) & ttc

gives the set of traces t of a which satisfy lim t c= c and fn t=(c � fn(t)), i.e., the set
of traces corresponding to the alternative c O A in a selection.

Given constraints c1 and c2 , the expression

tc1 & tc2 & 1

corresponds to the set of traces in which neither c1 nor c2 ever become entailed by
the store.

The set of traces of a selection (c1 O A1 k c2 O A2) can thus be given by the
expression

(a1 & (c1 &> 1) & ttc1) _ (a2 & (c2&> 1) & ttc2)

_ (tc1 & tc2 & 1),

where ak is the set of traces given by the abstract semantics of Ak , for k # [1, 2].
(This translation can easily be generalised to selections with an arbitrary number
of alternatives.) So non-deterministic selection can be defined using operations
derived from parallel composition and the inclusion-ordering of sets of traces.

11. CONCLUSIONS

One reason to consider fully abstract semantics is that the set of algebraic iden-
tities satisfied by a fully abstract semantics will be the identities satisfied by any
semantics. In the case of ccp, the fully abstract semantics turns out to satisfy the
axioms of intuitionistic linear algebra, an algebra which was defined to capture the
properties of intuitiorlistic linear logic. It is also interesting to note that selection
can be expressed using other operations of intuitionistic linear logic. It is difficult
to judge the importance of these results, but the match between ccp and intui-
tionistic linear algebra seems too strong to be dismissed as a coincidence.

Two proofs of full abstraction were given. The first relied on the use of infinite
conjunctions to provide an appropriate context and as it could be argued that this
context is not a realistic program we gave a second proof in which the context was
finite but depended on an infinite input. It is worthwhile to ask whether it really is
necessary to introduce infinite information in the context. After all, the set of finite
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agents is countable (if we make some reasonable assumptions on the constraint
system) so one would expect that a countable set of contexts should be sufficient
to distinguish agents with differing behaviour. Even though the set of traces of an
agent are in general uncountable it may be possible to select a set of ``computable''
traces so that if two agents differ in behaviour, there is some computable trace that
one agent can exhibit but not the other. What is interesting here is not (only) the
prospect of finding a slightly more general proof of full abstraction, but also the
idea that a there may be a countable set of traces that can capture the infinite
behaviour of agents.

One issue that is not addressed in this paper is the problem of giving a fully
abstract fixpoint semantics for ccp. Boudol [4] showed that it was not possible to
give a continuous fully abstract fixpoint semantics for a language which allows non-
determinism and arbitrary recursion, if one wants to consider the results of infinite
computations. Park [29] showed that for a non-deterministic programming
language with a fairness property it was possible to write a program that exhibits
a form of unbounded non-determinism (see also Example 3.5). It is thus possible to
apply a related result by Apt and Plotkin [2] where it is shown that in a language
with unbounded non-determinism it is not possible to give a fully abstract least
fixed point semantics. The first author of the current paper has presented a more
general result, which shows that even if we are willing to give up continuity it is still
not possible to construct a fully abstract semantics for a wide class of non-deter-
ministic programming languages, provided that we want the semantics to allow
infinite observations (see [25, Chapter 7] and [26]).

As it is not possible to define a fully abstract fixpoint semantics for a concurrent
language like ccp, are there any other criteria one could use in the evaluation of a
fixpoint semantics? One would like the semantics to be simple and to preserve as
many algebraic properties of the fully abstract semantics as possible. The semantics
should of course not be a mere reflection of the syntactic form of programs, but
present the meaning of a program in a form which is close to the fully abstract
semantics. In [25, Chapter 9], the first author presents a fixpoint semantics for ccp
developed along these criteria.

Received January 18, 1995; final manuscript received March 18, 1998.
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